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A stunning on-trend collection 
of modular and fitted furniture.

Aquadi is a striking range of designer bathroom 
furniture. Inspired by the desire for 

minimalist uncluttered living, Aquadi combines 
modular and fitted furniture to transform 
your bathroom into a tranquil paradise.

Aquadi bathrooms is the first FIRA Gold Product 
certified bathroom furniture supplier. FIRA Gold 
provides you with total reassurance of the quality 

of your Aquadi furniture.

Aquadi bathroom products are available from hundreds of national bathroom retailers and specialist bathroom showrooms throughout the UK.

We are proud to manufacture Aquadi furniture 
in our quality controlled, state-of-the-art facilities 

in South Yorkshire.

To demonstrate our confidence in the 
performance and quality of our bathroom 

furniture, we offer a 10 year guarantee.

Range: Sizzano Grey 
Basin shown: One piece Soft form basin and countertop
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Aquadi offers four independent styles of bathroom furniture and a portfolio of common accessories. 
Browse through our range of products and select the style that suits your home best.

We recommend that you visit your local retailer for their expert planning and design advice and 
to view the products. We hope you enjoy creating the perfect bathroom with us.

LINDO FITTED

INLINE
Inline features a chrome integrated handle, creating a 

contemporary finish to your bathroom.

LINDO MODULAR

LINEAR
A stunning design style that creates a luxury handleless finish.

LINDO
Designer bathroom furniture with an abundance of finishes to choose from. 

Available with either fitted or wall hung modular options.

INTRODUCTIONCONTENTS
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RANGE OVERVIEW

Fiora Anthracite Fiora Cashmere Fiora Ivory

Fiora White Girona Granada Larino

Sizzano WhiteSizzano Dakar Sizzano GreySan Marco White

Valencia Platinum

Cambiano Carrara

With 16 beautiful finishes combined with an abundance of units and finishing touches and with its unique 
seamless bathroom style, Lindo is a bathroom designer’s dream. All Lindo finishes* are available in fitted and 
modular unit options.

Gloss Black

Gloss White

CABINET COLOURS:

Sizzano Dakar

Sizzano Grey Sizzano White

Girona Granada

Linear Fiora 
Cashmere

Linear Sizzano 
White

Fiora Anthracite Fiora Cashmere Fiora Ivory Fiora White

INLINE RANGE COLOURS

INLINE GLOSS

INLINE MATT

The Inline handle takes the form of a wave to create a contemporary finish, generating a “wow” factor within 
your bathroom. Available in selected modular unit options.

Gloss Black

Gloss White

Gloss White

CABINET COLOURS:

CABINET COLOUR:

LINEAR RANGE COLOURS

Linear is a stunning design that creates a handleless finish, perfect for today’s modern bathrooms.
Available in selected fitted and modular unit options.

LINDO FITTED AND LINDO MODULAR RANGE COLOURS

San Marco Cashmere

Valencia Ivory

*With the exception of Valencia.
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Lindo fitted furniture offers a stunning range of designer 
bathroom furniture available in both modern and traditional 

finishes.

Create the fully fitted design using our wide range of cabinet 
sizes to suit any size of bathroom. All Lindo fitted furniture 

features a minimalist plinth design that offers a desirable 
flush finish and maximises storage space.

INTRODUCING LINDO FITTED

Range: Fiora White 
Countertop shown: Minerva Black Granite
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE

This stunning gloss walnut door creates the 
perfect designer finish, set in our gloss black 
cabinet with matching accessories. Mirrored 
wall units and open display units  are used 
to perfect effect to maximise storage space.

Handle shown: Chrome angled ‘C’ handle 
CHOICE62 (page 10)

CAMBIANO
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Fiora Cashmere has a stunning gloss 
finish which creates the perfect subtle yet 
luxurious tone for a modern bathroom.

Fitted units shown here with two tall 
modular open units.

Basin shown: 1200mm Softform one piece 
basin and countertop

Handle shown: Chrome chunky square ‘D’ 
bar handle CHOICE60

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE FIORA CASHMERE
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The popular finish of gloss white is shown 
here as a fitted run with the added “wow” 
factor of the curved end unit.

Handle shown: Chrome and Crystalized™ 
Swarovski Elements pull handle 
LUXURY01

Countertop shown: Minerva Black Granite

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE FIORA WHITE
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The cross-grained, textured finish of Girona 
sets it apart as an on-trend and luxury 
option to help create your perfect bathroom 
paradise.

Featured: Horizon illuminated mirror

Handle shown: Chrome twist handle 
CHOICE75

Countertop shown: Minerva Black Granite

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE GIRONA
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE LARINO

Larino is our sensational walnut door 
featuring a striking horizontal woodgrain. 
Complete the full walnut look with 
matching cabinet ends for a stunning 
bathroom.

Featured: Enza LED mirror with 
illuminated glass shelf

Handle shown: Chrome chunky square 
‘C’ knob CHOICE61
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE SAN MARCO WHITE

European styling is shown off at its best by 
San Marco. Its clean, gloss white lines with 
integrated handle are what sets it apart, to 
deliver an ultra-modern bathroom.

Featured: Horizon illuminated mirror

Basin shown: Inline basin

Handle shown: Luxury integrated handle
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE VALENCIA IVORY

The traditional style of Valencia is shown 
here in a refreshing shade of ivory.
The overall appearance presents a light and 
elegant feel.

Handle shown: Clear faceted knob 
CHOICE85

Countertop shown: Ambria Marble 
laminate
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE VALENCIA PLATINUM
Valencia is further emphasised by a 
stunning on-trend platinum finish, which 
will be sure to make a statement within 
your home.

Shown here with in-frame panels plus 
cornice and pelmet on the wall unit to 
create a traditional in-frame look.

Handle shown: Square chrome bar handle 
CHOICE87

Countertop shown: Brown Travertin 
laminate
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Lindo modular furniture is a stunning range of designer bathroom 
furniture available in a wide range of modern finishes.

All Lindo ranges* are available as modular pieces of furniture 
in either a wall hung or floorstanding configuration, providing 
you with stunning contemporary designs whilst offering clever 

storage solutions.

INTRODUCING LINDO MODULAR

Range: Fiora Anthracite 
Countertop shown: Gloss White laminate

*With the exception of Valencia.
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE CARRARA

The stunning white and grey woodgrain 
tones of Carrara set it apart as the luxury 
bathroom range.

Shown here on compact modular units, 
maximising the space available in your 
bathroom.

Detail: Tall open unit with matching 
replacement ends

Featured: Tablet illuminated mirror

Handles shown: Large chrome bar handle 
CHOICE57 (page 28)

Chrome wave ‘D’ handle 
CHOICE73 (page 29)
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE FIORA ANTHRACITE

The gloss anthracite Fiora finish offers 
a stylish setting for an ultra-modern 
bathroom.

Shown here as a deep vanity unit with 
matching WC unit.

Featured: Tablet illuminated mirror

Handle shown: Chrome chunky square ‘D’ 
bar handle CHOICE60
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE

The high gloss ivory finish of Fiora is a 
refreshing alternative to the ever popular 
finish of gloss white. The desirable colour 
reflects light back into the room, creating a 
spacious area.

Handle shown: Small chrome bar 
handle CHOICE56

Countertop shown: 22mm Brazilia

FIORA IVORY
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE

The popular finish of gloss white is shown 
here in a stunning modular configuration to 
make a real statement within your home.

Featured: Horizon illuminated mirror

Handle shown: Chrome and Crystalized™ 
Swarovski Elements pull handle 
LUXURY01

Countertop shown: Minerva White

FIORA WHITE
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE GRANADA

The striking dark oak and vertical grain 
finish of Granada is both stylish and 
on-trend. The resulting finish gives a warm 
and homely feel, perfect for a contemporary 
family bathroom.

Featured: Savio LED mirror

Handle shown: Chrome chunky square ‘C’ 
knob CHOICE61

Countertop shown: Minerva White
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE

The clean, straight lines that define 
San Marco are shown here in a gorgeous 
shade of cashmere, offering an ultra-
modern living space.

Featured: Horizon illuminated mirror

Handle shown: Luxury integrated handle

Countertop shown: Atlanta Marble 
laminate (page 38, top page 39)

SAN MARCO CASHMERE
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE SIZZANO DAKAR

The high gloss finish of Sizzano Dakar is set 
apart from the rest by its glass effect edging, 
making this the perfect modern and sleek 
option for your bathroom.

The modular wall hung basin unit features 
push-to-open drawer technology.

Featured: Spinning mirror unit (white)

Countertop shown: Minerva White
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE SIZZANO GREY

Sizzano is enhanced by its duo edging, 
presenting a shimmering glass effect finish. 
The Sizzano Grey cloakroom basin unit 
and reduced depth WC unit maximise 
the use of space, making this a cosy 
family cloakroom. 

Handle shown: Rippled chrome handle 
CHOICE79

Countertop shown: Minerva White

SIZZANO GREY
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LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE

Sizzano is designed with duo edging to give 
a high gloss, shimmering effect.
Shown here in contrast with Fiora 
Anthracite to deliver a striking finish.

Featured: Horizon illuminated mirror

Handles shown: Large chrome bar handle 
CHOICE57 (page 44, top page 45)

Chrome twist handle 
CHOICE75 (bottom page 45)

Countertop shown: Atlanta Marble 
laminate

SIZZANO WHITE
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Linear is a stunning design style that creates a handleless finish, 
perfect for today’s modern bathrooms.

The recessed chrome handle trim ties into the latest furniture 
design trends and will provide you with a bathroom to admire.

Linear is available in gloss cashmere and white finishes in both 
fitted and modular styles.

INTRODUCING LINEAR

Range: Linear Fiora Cashmere 
Countertop shown: Brown Travertin laminate
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The handleless style of Linear is 
encapsulated at its best in this gorgeous 
shade of gloss cashmere to create a modern 
bathroom masterpiece.

Countertop shown: Brown Travertin 
laminate

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE LINEAR FIORA CASHMERE
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LINEAR SIZZANO WHITE

Linear Sizzano White features a unique 
glass effect edging that gives a designer feel 
to any bathroom.

Featured: Savio LED mirror

Countertop shown: Atlanta Marble 
laminate

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE
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The Inline handle trim takes the form of a wave, creating a 
contemporary finish to your bathroom.

Available in a range of finishes, the unique chrome handle fits 
the width of the door/drawer, making it both functional and 

visually stunning.

Inline is available on modular wall hung and freestanding cabinets.

INTRODUCING INLINE

Range: Inline Gloss Fiora Anthracite 
Countertop shown: Gloss White laminate
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INLINE MATT GRANADA

The dark shade of Granada is 
complemented by the bright chrome handle 
that sweeps the front of the drawer.

This look is enhanced by the matching 
Dark Oak 22mm countertop that is also 
used to frame the Fiora gloss white wall 
units.

Countertop shown: 22mm Dark Oak 
laminate

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE
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The duo-edging of Sizzano creates a glass 
effect finish that is complemented here 
by the Inline handle, creating a stunning 
contemporary finish.

Countertop shown: 22mm Gloss White 
laminate

LINDO/LINEAR/INLINE INLINE GLOSS SIZZANO GREY
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HANDLES COUNTERTOPS

A selection of stunning laminate countertops with a tight 3mm radius for a contemporary look and feel. 
Designed to co-ordinate perfectly across fitted and modular units. Edging tape is supplied with selected countertops.

28mm LAMINATE COUNTERTOPS

Two PVC countertops consisting of 30mm moisture-resistant 
PVC-wrapped MDF. Available for modular units only to 
co-ordinate with Gloss White and Oak ranges.

30mm PVC WRAPPED COUNTERTOPS 
(Modular Wall Hung Units)

Gloss WhiteOak

A selection of stunning and highly versatile countertops made from an acrylic composite material which is 
impact resistant and water repellent.

These 22mm thick countertops are PVC edged all round, so 
can be used either as a countertop or as a blender panel on base 
and wall units to fully frame your units, giving you a stunning 
contemporary look.

25mm SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS

22mm COUNTERTOPS

Dark OakBrazilia Designer White

LAMINATE COUNTERTOPS (Fitted & Modular Units)

Italian Granite

Black Granite

Sandstone Grey

Gloss White

White

Limestone

Ambria Marble

Fossil

Marble Noir

Nimbus Grey

Brown TravertinAtlanta Marble

Ice Crystal

There is a wide selection of standard handle options available for the Lindo Collection. 
These have ‘CHOICE’ numbers and are included in the price of your units.

CHOICE51
45mm Flat Square
Chrome knob

CHOICE54
Concave Satin 
Nickel handle

CHOICE57
Large Chrome 
Bar handle

CHOICE60
Chrome Chunky 
Square ‘D’ Bar 
handle

CHOICE55
Satin Nickel 
Square knob 

CHOICE56
Small Chrome 
Bar handle

CHOICE61
Chrome Chunky 
Square ‘C’ knob

CHOICE62
Chrome Angled
‘C’ handle

CHOICE66
Chrome Square 
Curved knob

CHOICE71
Chrome Glitter 
Square knob

CHOICE63
Chrome Square 
Curved ‘D’ Bar 
handle

CHOICE64
Chrome Bow 
handle

CHOICE72
Chrome Glitter 
Bar handle

CHOICE73
Chrome Wave 
‘D’ handle

CHOICE79
Rippled Chrome
handle

CHOICE81
Clear & Chrome 
‘D’ handle

CHOICE74
Chrome Anthracite
handle

CHOICE75
Chrome Twist
handle

CHOICE82
Rubbed Bronze 
knob

CHOICE83
Polished Chrome 
knob

CHOICE86
Natural Iron knob 
and backplate

CHOICE87
Square Chrome 
Bar handle

CHOICE84
Fluted Chrome 
‘D’ handle

CHOICE85
Clear Faceted 
knob

LUXURY HANDLE OPTION 
Chrome and Crystalized™ Swarovski Elements
pull handle. Featuring 12 genuine Swarovski 
crystals in a stunning chrome finish.
LUXURY01

Why not add a touch of glamour 
and upgrade to the luxury crystal 
handle option?

N.B. All handles shown above are not to scale. All handles with the exception of LUXURY01 are free of charge if ordered at the same time as your units.
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PLANNING GUIDE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Getting started
To begin with take an accurate measurement 
of your bathroom. Check the height from the 
floor to window sill to make sure that base 
units will fit underneath the window.

Check the dimensions and positions of 
windows, doors and any other obstructions, 
e.g. radiators, towel rails, soil and vent pipes 
and light switches, as these will determine the 
layout of your bathroom.

Transfer your room dimensions on to graph 
paper so that you can produce a scale drawing 
(use 1:10 or 1:20 scale). Mark the position 
of any waste pipes, soil pipes and incoming 
water supplies. The location of plumbing 
affects everything else, so this must be 
highlighted at the start. Remember though 
that the beauty of fully fitted bathroom 
furniture is that your bathroom can be 
designed to completely conceal unsightly 
pipework.

Top Tip
If you are using wall units, try to get them to 
co-ordinate in size with your base units as this 
will be pleasing to the eye.

The next step is to list all the items you 
would like to have in your bathroom: shower, 
bath, hand basin, W/C, furniture pieces and 
storage units, mirror, towel rail, etc. Obtain 
measurements of all these items and then add 
them to your plan. Available dimensions for 
all Aquadi bathroom furniture can be found 
on the following page.

Once you have positioned your furniture 
on the plan you will be able to take final 
measurements of the runs of furniture and 
work out what size of countertop you will 
need.

Finally you can think about accessories. 
One of the most important things to consider 
is lighting. Aquadi offers a number of 
bathroom lighting options which are all IP 
regulated. You could choose LED Chrome 
Spotlights set into a flyover shelf, or flexible 
LED strip lighting underneath wall units. 
The illuminated mirrors are a ‘must have’ for 
any contemporary bathroom.

Top Tip
Always remember to allow for filler panels 
between a fitted unit and a wall. This prevents 
the unit door handle clashing against the wall 
and makes certain that the run of furniture 
will fit into your chosen space. 

Space
The bathroom can often be one of the 
smallest rooms in the house, so if space is an 
issue or you are planning a cloakroom you 
may like to consider reduced depth bathroom 
furniture.

Aquadi offers a wide selection of base units 
with a depth of only 200mm across all 
ranges*. You may also like to consider the 
Cloakroom basin unit, a compact storage and 
basin solution which is perfect for smaller 
spaces.
 

*Except Linear

LINDO FITTED UNIT 
DIMENSIONS 
Available Widths and Heights (mm)

LINEAR FITTED UNIT 
DIMENSIONS
Available Widths and Heights (mm)

Installation Guide
Always check for electrical wires, water pipes or other services before drilling the wall.
Lindo Base Units
Set height for base units at 811mm on wall above lowest point. Plumb and secure firmly through back rail and brackets. Adjust leg for base support. Scribe into side 
panels and plinth as required. It is recommended to seal plinth with plinth seal (PLINTHS). Continue adding adjoining units, screwing or bolting together and 
fixing as above. The Lindo Collection base units are boxed out at the rear to allow waste pipes to be run along the back of the units. In this scenario cut out the back 
of the side panel as required to fit/hold waste pipes (see below).

Lindo Wall Units
Determine the exact location of the unit(s) and mark a horizontal line 1831mm from the floor. 
Mark the position of each unit. Fit the hanging bracket plates to the wall and use adjustment 
to level. Secure with additional fixings through back support rail or bracket. Continue adding 
adjoining units, screwing or bolting together and fixing as above.

Modular Units
Firmly screw brackets to wall and use adjustment to level. Secure with additional fixings through 
back support rail or bracket.

IMPORTANT
All units should be fitted by a qualified fitter. Any screws and other fixings used must be suitable to 
support the units when loaded into the material they are to be fitted. When fitting handles please 
be aware that doors are not pre-drilled for the handle. The drillings on the doors may be different 
between two doors in the same range, so we strongly recommend that each handle is measured and 
the door marked and drilled to fit the handle.

500, 600, 800
Single Drawer

500, 600, 800
Deep Drawer

500, 600*, 800
2 Drawer

445 Cabinet
465 inc. Frontal

445 Cabinet
465 inc. Frontal

445 Cabinet
465 inc. Frontal

445 Cabinet
465 inc. Frontal

600*
Double Door

330 Cabinet
350 inc. Frontal

Tall Unit

330 Cabinet
350 inc. Frontal

Base Unit

330 Cabinet
350 inc. Frontal

Basin Unit

200 Cabinet
220 inc. Frontal
Reduced Depth

Base Unit

Plumbing
Duct

75mm

Plumbing
Duct

75mm

Plumbing
Duct

75mm

200 Cabinet
220 inc. Frontal
Reduced Depth

Basin Unit

High Wall Cupboard
165 Cabinet

185 inc. Frontal

Low Wall Cupboard
165 Cabinet

185 inc. Frontal

1482
Above
Floor

1319
Above
Floor

641*

478*

87

30

200

280
362

561

561

811

724

2043

Units/Heights and Depths (mm)

330 Cabinet
350 inc. Frontal

W/C Unit

530 Cabinet
550 inc. Frontal

Deep Vanity Unit

280
362

561

Modules/Available Widths (mm) Modules/Available Heights/Depths (mm)

145 145 145 1459090

300
Tall Unit

150, 300
400, 450,
500, 600,

800
Base Open

Shelf

150, 300
400, 450

Base
Unit

1 Door

500, 600, 800
Base Unit 2 Doors,

1 Drawer

500, 600, 800
Base Unit
2 Doors

500, 600, 800
Basin Unit

400, 500
Two Drawer

Base Unit

500, 600
W/C Unit

811

2043

High Wall
Open Shelf
150, 300,
400, 450

Low Wall
Open Shelf
150, 300,
400, 450,
500, 600,

800

Bi-Fold Unit
500, 600, 800

High Wall
Mirror Unit

500, 600, 800

Low Wall
Unit 2 Door

500, 600, 800

Low Wall Unit
1 Door

150, 300, 400, 450

High Wall
Open Shelf Unit
500, 600, 800

1482
Above
Floor

1319
Above
Floor

30

641*

478*

*Height based on nominal 30mm countertop. *Height based on nominal 30mm countertop.

Units/Available Widths (mm)

300, 400, 450 Base Unit
1 Door, 1 Drawer (not shown)

400, 500
Two Drawer

Base Unit

300, 400 Base
Unit, 1 Door,

1 Drawer

500, 600
Base Unit, 2 Doors

1 Drawer

500, 600
Semi-Recessed

Basin Unit

500, 600
WC Unit

400, 500
3 Drawer
Base Unit

High Wall Unit/
Mirror Wall Unit

1 Door
300, 400

High Wall Unit/
Mirror Wall Unit

500, 600

Bridging Unit
500, 600, 800

Bi-Fold Unit
500, 600

Units/Available Widths (mm)

30

362

841

720

2043
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Aquadi…
Aquadi bathroom products are available from specialist interior retailers 
throughout the UK and Ireland. To find out more about our products and 
to locate your nearest retailer please log on to 
www.symphony-group.co.uk/aquadi

…by Symphony 
Other brands within the Symphony Group include Gallery Kitchens and 
Urbano Bedroom Furniture. To find out more about Gallery Kitchens 
please visit www.symphony-group.co.uk/gallery

To find out more about co-ordinating Urbano bedrooms and to order a 
bedroom brochure please log on to www.symphony-group.co.uk/urbano

The FSC logo means that the paper used to produce this brochure is certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council and comes from well managed forests and company controlled sources. 
FSC is an independent global organisation that sets standards for responsible forest management 
which support forest communities and protects the environment.

For more information see www.fsc-uk.org

1 Granada matches Urbano’s Dusk Matt Dark Oak  

2 Fiora Ivory matches Urbano’s Solar Gloss Ivory

1

2

What could be nicer than 

walking into a beautiful 

en-suite with all the style 

and panache of your sleek 

Urbano bedroom?

With a range of en-suites 

available from our fabulous 

Lindo range designed to fully 

co-ordinate with our Urbano 

bedrooms, you can easily create 

a seamless look throughout.

Co-ordinate your 
en-suites




